Rotronic Monitoring System

Software Version 1.3.1.18260
Release Notes
The release notes document all changes of the RMS software version above.
ID (RMS-xxx): Item number of the Rotronic change tracking system
Description: Short description of the change
Details: Detailed information about the change

New Features:
None

Improvements:
None

Bug Fixes:
ID
RMS-1137

Description
PDF report (graphic) only allows 50’000 data points

Details:
In RMS version V1.3.0.18190, the maximum measured values on the chart in the PDF report is
limited to 50’000 points per measuring point. That is 34.7 days with a measuring interval of 1 minute.
Solution: The limit of 50’000 points for charts in PDF report has been removed.
Limitations: Generating extremely large PDF’s is not possible! Depending on the measuring interval,
generating reports with measured values in table form for long period e.g. 1 year may not be working.
ID
RMS-1146

Description
Deleted users are counted within the license limitation

Details:
Deleted users are counted within the license limitation. E.g. when the maximum amount of allowed
users is reached, the deletion of user will not be recognised and it is not possible to add new users:
RMS requests, in this case, for a higher license.
Solution: Deleted users are not counted when adding new users.
ID
RMS-1148

Description
Cannot assign user in notifications --> system --> add user

Details:
Cannot assign user in notifications --> system --> add user. This is a critical function, with which the
system administrator is informed about the system errors.
Solution: Users with "Add" permission in the root group is visible in order to add to the notification
group "System".

ID
RMS-1157

Description
Problem with dashboard --> add widget --> measuring point value

Details:
If the user has no access to the root group, when using the dashboard --> add widget --> measuring
point value, the groups are not displayed in the dialog.
Solution: Groups will be correctly loaded in the dialog, even if the current user has no permission in
the root group.

Main Known Bugs:
Known bugs will be fixed in one of the next releases. (No change compared to release V1.3.0.18190)
ID
RMS-866

Description
Months are wrong in data analysis when selecting date range (always in German)

Details:
When selecting date in data analysis page, months are shown always in German. For example “Mai”
sill be shown instead of “May” even though English is chosen as browser language.
ID

Description

RMS-1056

By making changes, reason may be requested. But reason is not shown in audit trail

Details:
In RMS, it’s possible to request users to enter reason when making changes. (Tools  Setup 
System  “Enter reason for changes”) Reason will be requested, however, the reason given by user
is not visible in audit trail. This bug only affects changes in event view.
ID
RMS-1059

Description
One device can be added to different RMS-Converters at same time

Details:
Non-RMS devices can be integrated into RMS system via RMS-Converter. Today, it’s possible to
add one device twice, via different RMS-Converter, into RMS system. This shall be prevented.
ID
RMS-1069

Description
Duration of alarms is sometimes wrongly calculated

Details:
Duration of alarms shall be calculated based on start and end time of the alarm. Sometimes the
duration is wrongly calculated.

